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This study tested the feasibility of observing H/D exchange of intact protein by top-down electron capture

dissociation (ECD) mass spectrometry for the investigation of protein structure. Ubiquitin is selected as a

model system. Local structural information was obtained from the deuteration levels of c and z. ions generated

from ECD. Our results showed that α-helix region has the lowest deuteration level and the C-terminal fraction

containing a highly mobile tail has the highest deuteration level, which correlates well with previous X-Ray

and HDX/NMR analyses. We studied site-specific H/D exchange kinetics by monitoring H/D exchange rate of

several structural motives of ubiquitin. Two hydrogen bonded β-strands showed similar HDX rates. However,

the outer β-strand always has higher deuteration level than the inner β-strand. The HDX rate of the turn

structure (residues 8-11) is lower than that of β-strands (residues 1-7 and residues 12-17) it connects. Although

isotopic distribution gets broader after H/D exchange which results in a limited number of backbone cleavage

sites detected, our results demonstrate that this method can provide valuable detailed structural information of

proteins. This approach should also be suitable for the structural investigation of other unknown proteins,

protein conformational changes, as well as protein-protein interactions and dynamics.
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Introduction

Hydrogen/deuterium exchange (HDX) combined with

mass spectrometry (MS) has become a powerful tool for the

study of protein structure and dynamics in solution, because

HDX behavior of a protein reflects its overall structural

characteristics and conformational flexibility.1-4 When an

intact protein is incubated in D2O, amide hydrogens on the

protein surface or in unstructured regions can be exchanged

with deuterium within several seconds, while those buried

within the hydrophobic core or those involved in hydrogen

bonding (especially in the regions of β-sheet or α-helix) will

not exchange unless changes in structure expose them to

solvent and hydrogen bonding is perturbed. So, the propen-

sity of hydrogen to exchange provides information on the

conformational properties of a folded protein in solution

phase.1 

There are two kinds of HDX labeling methods for intro-

ducing deuterium into a protein: pulse labeling and continu-

ous labeling.5 In pulse labeling method, after a protein is

subject to perturbations for inducing some kind of confor-

mational change, it is exposed to deuterium for a quick

pulse. Then deuterium exchange is quenched by reducing

the pH and temperature. Pulse labeling is very effective for

the characterization of folding intermediates.6-10 In continu-

ous labeling method, protein is directly exposed to D2O. At a

series of time points, an aliquot of the labeled protein is

removed and then quenched by reducing pH and temper-

ature. Continuous labeling is very useful for the determina-

tion of slow unfolding transitions and most unfolding events

in proteins. It also can provide detailed information on

protein dynamics, as well as local and global stability.11-14

Continuous labeling is more commonly used compared to

pulse labeling, because continuous labeling is technically

simpler to perform. 

Traditionally, hydrogen exchange has been measured by

NMR spectroscopy.15-17 However, large proteins (greater

than ~35 kDa) are generally not suitable for NMR analysis,18

which is the major limitation of NMR. In a recent develop-

ment, mass spectrometry (MS) is employed for the determi-

nation of the level of HDX in certain locations of a target

protein, because MS can determine proteins that are beyond

the NMR size limit. Compared to NMR, mass spectrometric

methods present greater sensitivity and higher throughput.

Also, MS can be used for identification of unknown proteins

in complex mixtures. Relatively small amount of sample is

required in mass spectrometric methods.19 

A large number of studies have been reported on the

feasibility of gas-phase fragmentation methods used in MS/

MS for determining deuterium incorporation, without peptic

digestion. Unfortunately, most MS/MS strategies may cause

deuterium scrambling prior to or during dissociation. The

majority of previous work has been based on collision-

induced dissociation (HDX/CID). Some reports showed

some retaining of spatial deuteration patterns in HDX/CID

studies.20-25 However, others showed apparent scrambling

resulted from CID in HDX/MS/MS studies.26-29 Even though

it has been reported that another threshold dissociation
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method, infrared multiphoton dissociation (IRMPD),30,31

causes little or no deuterium scrambling in HDX-MS,32 the

labile modifications are lost prior to backbone cleavage, thus

making it difficult to identify the modification site. Recently,

Polfer and co-workers have reported abundant NH3 and H2O

losses from b fragments when employing IRMPD in HDX

studies and they also reported that SORI CID (sustained off-

resonance irradiation collision-induced dissociation)33 can

cause more scrambling products and internal fragments.34

Of those fragmentation methods, electron capture dissoci-

ation (ECD) is a promising alternative, where a multiply-

protonated protein ion, trapped in a Fourier transform-ion

cyclotron resonance (FT-ICR) cell,35 captures a low-energy

electron at a protonated site, leading to N-Cα cleavage and

producing c and z . ions by a nonergodic process.36,37 In

HDX-MS, the advantage of ECD is that bond cleavage

during ECD proceeds faster than intramolecular H migration

because ECD occurs faster than energy randomization.36,38

Therefore, information of labile post-translational modifi-

cations could be retained. Jørgensen and co-workers have

proved that ECD can preserve solution-phase deuteration

pattern of short peptides, their results showed that only

limited amide hydrogen migration occurs upon ECD.39

Furthermore, compared to threshold techniques such as

IRMPD and CID, diversity of backbone sites are cleaved in

ECD. There is less backbone cleavage selectivity in ECD,

and therefore ECD can provide a larger sequence coverage,

which facilitates the analysis of intact protein by “top-down”

approach.40 Hagman successfully obtained site-specific HDX

information of peptides using top-down ECD.41 In the report,

single residue HDX kinetics was obtained. Several studies

have combined ECD with HDX for exploring structural

characterization of proteins. Kelleher and co-workers report-

ed HDX-ECD studies of yeast recombinant ubiquitin using

signal improvements through depletion of 13C and 15N heavy

isotopes, but detailed description of the protein structure was

not reported.42 Recently, Konermann and co-workers have

successfully elaborated the structural differences between

native holo-myoglobin and apo-myoglobin by using HDX-

MS with top-down ECD.43 They also reported an application

of ECD for spatially resolved HDX studies of ubiquitin,44 in

their results, 30 c and 19 z· ions were found with sufficiently

high S/N ratios and the deuteration levels of these c and z·

ions were consistent with previous HDX-NMR data. How-

ever, detailed characterization of ubiquitin structure was not

described in their report yet. Moreover, in previous HDX-

ECD studies of proteins, few site-specific kinetic studies were

reported. Recently, another similar dissociation method,

electron transfer dissociation (ETD),45 was used for top-

down MS analysis to probe HDX behavior of ubiquitin.

Sterling et al. studied H/D exchange in ESI spraying droplet

and observed HDX kinetics of several amino acid residues.46

This article focused on HDX in the presence of a super-

charge reagent to study possible structural change of ubiquitin

upon ESI and supercharging of the protein. Rand et al.

studied HDX of side chain hydrogens of ionized ubiquitin in

gas phase, and structural information was obtained from

site-specific HDX levels.47

This work uses bovine ubiquitin as a model system for

investigating the feasibility of studying protein structure by

continuous labeling HDX-MS with top-down ECD. Ubiquitin

is a small cytoplasmic protein which is composed of a mixed

β-sheet containing five β-strands, three and one-half turns of

α-helix, a short piece of 310 helix, seven reverse turns, and a

C-terminal tail (residues 71-76) which is highly flexible and

provides no protection from amide exchange (Figure 1).15,48-50

The native structure of this protein is remarkably resistant to

chemical and pH-induced denaturation.19 Its structure has

been well characterized by X-ray crystallography48,49 and

NMR.50,51 Also, its HDX behavior has been studied by

NMR,15,16 which provides a solid foundation for comparison

with HDX-MS. In this study, in order to see if top-down

ECD can provide structural information of ubiquitin by

monitoring its HDX behavior, ECD was performed to monitor

HDX of ubiquitin. The experimental results were compared

with ubiquitin structural information which has been well-

known. HDX kinetics of several structural motives of ubi-

quitin was studied to test if more structural information can

be obtained. 

Materials and Methods

Materials. Bovine ubiquitin (76 residues, MW 8565 Da,

no disulfide bond), deuterium oxide (D2O, 99.9% D), formic

acid (FA), were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis,

MO, USA) and used without further purification. 

Continuous Labeling HDX. HDX was initiated by mix-

ing 1 mM ubiquitin in H2O with D2O in a 1:9 volume ratio,

which is similar to the method used by Konermann et al..
28

The solution was maintained at room temperature for differ-

ent times for the H/D exchange to occur. At each designated

time point, a 20 μL aliquot was removed from the original

tube, quenched with an equal volume of cold 2% FA in D2O

(in an ice bath) and immediately subjected to ESI-FTICR

MS. In order to analyze HDX behavior and determine the

deuteration levels of ubiquitin, non-deuterated ubiquitin

sample was needed for comparison, which was prepared by

mixing 100 μL of 100 μM ubiquitin in H2O with 100 μL of

cold 2% FA in H2O to give a concentration of 50 μM

ubiquitin in H2O (1% FA). A full-deuteration control sample

was prepared by keeping the continuous labeling HDX

sample at room temperature for 24 hours. Then 20 μL was

removed, quenched with an equal volume of cold 2% FA in

D2O and analyzed by ESI-FTICR MS.

Nano ESI-FT-ICR-MS and ECD. All spectra were

obtained with a commercial 12-T Fourier transform mass

spectrometer (FTMS; Ionspec Inc., Lake Forest, CA, USA)

equipped with an ECD capability. Direct infusion of cold-

quenched H/D exchange media (D2O with 1% FA and 5%

H2O as described in section 2.2) was performed with auto-

mated chip-based nano-ESI-MS on a Triversa NanoMate

100 system (Advion BioSciences, Ithaca, NY, USA) in

positive ion mode. ESI conditions were as follows: gas

pressure of 0.5 psi and capillary voltage of 1.8 kV. The flow
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rate is dependent on the chip internal diameter. Here, 5.5

μm-ESI chip was used as static nanoelectrospray emitter,

providing flow rates between 60 and 250 nL/min. Survey

scan data were recorded with an accumulation time of 500

ms in a hexapole linear trap. However, ions were accumu-

lated for a period of 3000 ms prior to injection into ICR cell

for ECD. ECD was performed for 300 ms with low-energy

electron irradiation from an on-axis indirectly heated dis-

penser cathode (model STD200, diameter: 3.4 mm; Heat-

wave Labs, Wastonville, CA, USA). The cathode potential

during electron injection was −1 V and was kept at +5 V

otherwise. Filament voltage was maintained at 6.0 V, both

filament trapping plate and quadrupole trapping plate were

held at 10.0 V, inner trapping ring was held at 0.0 V during

ECD. The entire ubiquitin ion population was subjected to

ECD without precursor selection. 

Data Analysis. Figure 1 shows the structure of ubiquitin

(PDB ID 1UBI). The secondary structure is as follows: N-

terminal β-strand 1-7; turn 8-11; second β-strand 10-17; turn

18-21; α-helix 23-34; turn 37-40; third β-strand 40-45; turn

45-48; fourth β-strand 48-50; turn 51-54; 310-helix 56-59;

turn 57-60; turn 62-65; fifth β-strand 64-72; a highly flexible

tail 71-76. Ubiquitin contains a total of 144 labile hydrogens.

Of those, 72 are amide backbone hydrogens, 69 are on

amino acid side chains, and 3 on the termini. In this study, all

of the labile hydrogens are considered. Deuteration levels of

molecular ions and fragment ions were calculated from the

shift of the average mass of each of their ion cluster.42

Results and Discussion

24 h of Full Deuteration. ECD mass spectra of non-

deuterated ubiquitin produced a large number of c and z. ions

from extensive backbone cleavages (Figure 2(a)). However,

compared to ECD of non-deuterated ubiquitin, a little less

number of backbone cleavage sites were detected above

signal-to-noise level for ECD of fully deuterated ubiquitin

(Figure 2(b)). This is because isotopic distribution gets broa-

der after H/D exchange. 32 c and 23 z· ions were detected

from ECD of non-deuterated ubiquitin in this experimental

Figure 1. The structure of ubiquitin (PDB ID 1UBI).55

Figure 2. (a) ECD MS spectra of ubiquitin in H2O. (b) ECD MS spectra of ubiquitin after 24 h of H/D exchange in D2O. 
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condition. After 24-hour full H/D exchange, only 20 c and

12 z· ions were observed with sufficiently high S/N ratios.

Molecular ions of 5+ charge state, 6+ charge state and 7+

charge state showed similarly around 65% of overall deutra-

tion level. The deuteration level of each detectable c and z·

ions is shown in Figure 3. The dash line showed the overall

deuteration level of ubiquitin, from averaging the deute-

ration level of 5+ charge state, 6+ charge state and 7+ charge

state molecular ions. In contrast to molecular deuteration

level, the deuteration level of C-terminal fraction (short z

ions) is higher and the deuteration level of N-terminal frac-

tion (short c ions) is lower. The deuteration of C-terminal

fraction is much higher than that of N-terminal fraction,

which can be attributed that the C-terminal fraction contains

a highly flexible tail (residues 71-76) and N-terminal frac-

tion contains two hydrogen-bonded β-strands (residues 1-7

and residues 10-17) and a tightly packed α-helix (residues

23-34). 

Deuterium Content of Each Segment of Ubiquitin. In

HDX of proteins, exchangeable hydrogens include the hydro-

gens attached to heteroatoms in the side chains, three hydro-

gens on the N- and C- terminal groups (H2N- and -COOH)

and backbone amide hydrogens. In general, hydrogens in the

side chains and hydrogen on the terminal groups are known

to exchange rapidly, however, backbone amide hydrogens

are known to have a variety of isotopic exchange rates dep-

ending on the environment around each backbone amide.21

In folded proteins, some backbone amide hydrogens ex-

change relatively quickly while others exchange slowly. In

some case, it is known to take several months for amide

hydrogens exchange depending on their 3-D structure.4 In

this study, local HDX properties of ubiquitin were obtained

after 24 h of HDX reaction to test if structural information of

the protein can be obtained. HDX levels of structural motives

in ubiquitin were estimated from deuteration levels of detec-

table c and z· ions shown in Figure 3. Figure 4 shows

deutration levels of structurally important segments of

ubiquitin. For comparison, the proportion of side chain labile

hydrogens (including C- and N-terminus hydrogens) in

overall labile hydrogens in each segment was shown as a

reference value in Figure 4. The deuteration levels of seg-

ments (in residues 1-54) which are close to N-terminal, are

calculated by using c ions, and the deuteration levels of

segments (in residues 55-76) which are close to C-terminal,

are calculated by using z . ions. As shown in Figure 4,

residues 25-33 showed the lowest deuteration level, which is

close to its reference value. This is in accord with its struc-

tural characteristics, as residues 25-33 has α-helix structure.

Backbone amide hydrogens of this α-helix segment are

protected and only labile side chain hydrogens can be ex-

changed. In helix structure, the side chains are on the outside

of the helix. So, these labile hydrogens on the side chains are

almost unprotected. However, backbone amide hydrogens

are protected through hydrogen bonding with carboxyl

groups and undergo little HDX. Deuteration levels of other

segments are higher than their reference values, indicating

that parts of hydrogens in amide groups are exchanged with

deuteriums. Residues 1-7 and residues 12-17 have β-strand

structure and these two adjacent β-strands are hydrogen

bonded each other in a mixed β-sheet (see Figure 1). Seg-

ments for residues 12-17 and residues 1-7 have higher deute-

ration levels than their corresponding reference values,

indicating that backbone amide hydrogens in β-strands are

not well protected compared to those in α-helix. The results

could be due to weaker interaction of amide hydrogen of a

β-strand to carbonyl oxygen of the other β-strand compared

to hydrogen interaction of amide hydrogen and adjacent

carbonyl oxygen in α-helix. This postulation is consistent

with the ubiquitin structure shown in Figure 1, where the

two β-strands are not perfectly parallel to each other and the

hydrogen interactions may not be stronger than those in α-

helix. Residues 8-11 that has a turn structure and lies on the

protein surface, connecting two β-strands (residues 1-7 and

residues 12-17), shows much higher deuteration level. The

segment for residues 69-76 shows the highest deuteration

level, which can be attributed that this segment contains a

highly flexible tail (residues 71-76). Due to a less number of

cleavage sites are detected after 24 h deuteration, many

segments (shown in Figure 4) contains more than one struc-

tural motif. For example, residues 18-24 contains a turn

Figure 3. Deuteration levels of c and z· ions of ubiquitin after 24 h
H/D exchange in D2O.

Figure 4. Site-specific H/D exchange levels of ubiquitin after full
H/D exchange in D2O.
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(residues 18-21) and a small portion of α-helix (residues 23-

24), residues 69-76 contains a portion of β-strand (residues

69-72) and a tail (residues 71-76), etc. It is difficult to

characterize these segments only from their H/D exchange

behavior. 

Besides ubiquitin native structure, ubiquitin has a famous

A-state structure which refers to a partially denatured

ubiquitin structure in the presence of acid and organic co-

solvent. According to articles53,54 reporting ubiquitin A-state,

only minimal changes were observed in MS spectra when

methanol concentration was varied within the 0-30% range

and the presence of 30-70% methanol could lead to three

ubiquitin conformers. In our experimental conditions, instead

of using organic solvent, only water solution with 1% formic

acid was used in order to minimize denaturation and ensure

native state structure. Therefore, the “A-state” issue was not

considered in this study.

HDX Kinetics. Figure 5 shows overall deuteration levels

of ubiquitin molecular ions as a function of time. Ubiquitin

molecular ions at charge states of +4, +5, +6, and +7 showed

similar HDX kinetics. ECD is performed to try to monitor

HDX kinetics of segments containing structural mortifs of

ubiquitin. However, due to the broadening of isotopic di-

stribution after H/D exchange, only a limited number of ions

are detected at all time points for reliable assignment. Here,

a few segments are chosen to probe HDX kinetics of

structural motives of ubiquitin. As shown in Figure 6, the

exchange rate for residues 1-7 is nearly equal to that for

residues 12-17, which is in accordance with their structural

characteristics, as they both have β-strand structure and

these two β-strands are hydrogen bonded to each other in the

β-sheet. The lower deuteration level of residues 1-7 than that

of residues 12-17 is attributed that residues 1-7 is inner

strand and residues 12-17 is outer strand in the β-sheet. The

initial deuteration levels of these three segments are com-

pared with their corresponding reference values (in Figure

4), proportions of side chain labile hydrogens among all

labile hydrogens in those segments. We find that the initial

deuteration level of residues 1-7 is lower than its reference

value in Figure 4, indicating that labile hydrogens on the

side chains of residues 1-7 are not completely exchanged at

the instant HDX period as this β-strand segment lies inside

the β-sheet. However, the initial deuteration levels of re-

sidues 8-11 and residues 12-17 are both higher than their

reference values in Figure 4, indicating that labile hydrogens

on the side chains of these segments are mostly exchanged

instantly and parts of backbone amide hydrogens of these

segments have been exchanged at the instant HDX period.

Here, the initial deuteration time was typically about 10s to

finish the quenching procedure. The initial deuteration level

of residues 8-11 is highest, which is in accordance with the

secondary structural characteristics and the location of

residues 8-11, a turn on the surface. These findings further

support the structural characteristics of these segments.

However, the slope of the plot for residues 8-11 is smaller

than that for residues 1-7 or residues 12-17. We attribute this

phenonmenon to an especially stable antiparallel G1 β-bulge

of the turn (residues 7-11) which stabilize the N-teriminal β-

hairpin of ubiquitin (residues 1-17). Labile hydrogens on

sides chains of the turn exchange instantly as soon as HDX

occurs, however, backbone amide hydrogens involved in the

bulge of the turn (Gly10, Lys11 and Thr7) exchange slowly.48,52

Conclusions

In this study, we selected ubiquitin, a well-known protein,

as a model system for probing protein structural information

by using HDX-MS with Top-down ECD. The obtained HDX-

MS data from Top-down ECD were compared with the

structural properties of the protein to see if HDX-MS with
Figure 5. Deuteration levels of ubiquitin molecular ions as a
function of time.

Figure 6. Deuteration levels in a few sequential segments of
ubiquitin as a function of time.
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ECD can provide structural information for the protein.

Also, site-specific HDX kinetics of ubiquitin was obtained

using Top-down ECD which was little reported in previous

studies. Our data showed that the deuteration level of C-

terminal fraction (short z . ions) is higher than that of the N-

terminal fraction (short c ions) after 24 h full H/D exchange,

which is attributed that C-terminal fraction contains a highly

flexible tail (residues 71-76) and N-terminal fraction con-

tains two hydrogen-bonded β-strands (residues 1-7 and

residues 10-17) and a tightly packed α-helix (residues 23-

34). The α-helix region showed the lowest deuteration level,

and the turn (residues 8-11) on the surface of the protein that

connects two adjacent β-strands showed very high deuteration

level. These obtained HDX features of the structural motives

are consistent with the structural features obtained by X-Ray

and previous HDX/NMR data. Our data also showed that

similar structural motives (β-strands) have similar HDX

kinetics which can reflect ubiquitin dynamics and structural

information. In summary, this work showed that ECD pro-

duct ions can successfully provide detailed protein structural

characteristics by determining their HDX behavior, which

validates the feasibility of this approach for the study of

protein structure in solution.
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